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Using wrist vibrations to guide hand movement and whole body navigation

Summary. In the absence of vision, mobility and orientation are challenging. Audio and tactile feedback can be used to guide visually impaired people. In this paper, we present two complementary studies on the use of vibrational cues for hand guidance during the exploration of itineraries on a map, and whole body-guidance in a virtual environment. Concretely, we designed wearable Arduino bracelets integrating a vibratory motor producing multiple patterns of pulses. In a first study, this bracelet was used for guiding the hand along unknown routes on an interactive tactile map. A wizard-of-Oz study with six blindfolded participants showed that tactons, vibrational patterns, may be more efficient than audio cues for indicating directions. In a second study, this bracelet was used by blindfolded participants to navigate in a virtual environment. The results presented here show that it is possible to significantly decrease travel distance with vibrational cues. To sum up, these preliminary but complementary studies suggest the interest of vibrational feedback in assistive technology for mobility and orientation for blind people.

1. Introduction

Visually impaired (VI) people face important challenges in their daily lives. Knowing one’s environment, knowing where to go, and traveling autonomously are among the biggest ones. Indeed, more than half of the blind population in France faces challenges regarding mobility and orientation (C2RP, 2005). In the past years, solutions have emerged both for guiding VI people while traveling in an unknown environment (Roentgen et al., 2008), and for acquiring spatial knowledge with the help of accessible maps (Brock, Oriola, et al., 2013).

In the absence of vision — and hence in assistive technologies for VI people — non-visual cues (mostly audio and tactile cues) are used for human-computer interaction (Brock, Kammoun, et al., 2013). The tactile modality encompasses cutaneous sensations (touching of the skin of any part of the body which remains motionless), kinesthetic sensations (perception of the relative position and movement of body parts) and haptic sensations (combination of cutaneous and kinesthetic perceptions across space and time). Tactile interfaces rely on actuators that act as force and position sources on the human skin to elicit a tactile sensation (El Saddik et al., 2011), as for instance vibro-tactile actuators. Smartphones, tablets and wearable devices are widely spreading over the market and integrate vibro-tactile actuators. They provide designers with the possibility to integrate vibrational cues in prototypes in an easy and affordable manner. In contrast to audio interfaces, tactile interfaces are silent and thus raise less privacy issues. For blind people, tactile interfaces provide the advantage of not masking audio cues that are used for orientation and navigation. It has also been shown that vibro-tactile feedback could facilitate orientation and navigation in the absence of vision (see for instance Yatani et al., 2012). However, knowledge about the effectiveness of tactile feedback has been presented sparsely and without a comprehensive understanding of which dimensions are better applicable for guidance. Thus, there still is a need for further investigation and comparison of vibro-tactile output with other output modalities.

In the current paper, we present two preliminary experiments that we conducted with the same vibrating bracelets with blindfolded sighted participants. In a first study, we showed that vibrotactile feedback could be used to guide the hand along unknown itineraries on an audio-tactile map. This technique proved to be more efficient than auditory feedback. In a second study, we explored whether the same vibrational wrist feedback could be used for guiding an avatar along a straight line within a virtual environment. We showed that it significantly helps blindfolded users to reduce the deviation from the optimal path.

2. Related Work: Vibro-tactile output in interactive systems

2.1 Vibro-tactile interaction techniques

The tactile modality is an efficient output modality in different situations, e.g. when natural sounds are critical and should not be masked, when ambient noise level is too high, or when impairment prevents auditory-based interaction (visual impairment is sometimes associated with auditory impairment). In this paper, we focus on vibrational cues for non-visual interaction. Choi and Kuchenbecker (2013) presented a comprehensive re-
view of vibro-tactile displays, with regard to the limits of human perception as well as technical possibilities. They described several aspects that impact the design of vibro-tactile displays. The first aspect concerns the perception thresholds in terms of intensity and frequency of vibrations. The second aspect concerns the discrimination capabilities between different vibro-tactile patterns. The third aspect concerns the temporal discrimination of cues. Human beings are able to finely discriminate tactile stimuli with rhythmic differences, i.e. changes in the amplitude over time. Finally, depending on the frequency and amplitude, the vibration can be perceived as rough or smooth.

Brewster and Brown (2004) introduced tactons, also called tactile icons. Tactons are structured, abstract messages that make use of vibro-tactile sensations to convey information. Thus they are the tactile equivalent to icons and earcons (Blattner et al., 1989). As for earcons, the message conveyed by tactons is not explicit and has to be learnt. Advantages are that tactons are quicker to perceive than braille text and that they are universal and not bound to a specific language. Numerous tactons can be robustly distinguished (Choi & Kuchenbecker, 2013). Tactons possess different parameters that can be modified (Brewster & Brown, 2004). These parameters are the frequency (within the range of perceivable frequencies: 20 to 1000 Hz), the amplitude (i.e. intensity), the waveforms and duration, as well as the rhythm.

Furthermore, Brewster and Brown suggested that the location of the actuator with regard to the body could be used for coding the tactons. Often vibration is presented at the fingertips of the user. However, other body parts can also perceive vibration and this has successfully been used in different prototypes (see for instance Pielot et al., 2009).

Tactile interaction provides an advantage over audio interaction in that it is private and does not mask surrounding sounds. Indeed, in a previous study in which feedback was provided via speech output, some blind participants described the interface as being too noisy (Brock et al., 2014). Disadvantages of vibrotactile interfaces may include “tactile fatigue” resulting from a continuous or repetitive stimulation of the receptors and a limited information bandwidth as compared to speech.

2.2 Vibro-tactile feedback for navigation and guidance
Different studies have shown the usability of tactile cues for presenting directions by mapping them onto body locations. Tskada & Yasumura (2004) proposed a belt with spatialized vibrations. Eight vibromotors were attached to the belt, so that the tactile cues were equally distributed around the user’s waist. Directions were indicated by activating the corresponding motors. A similar belt has proved efficient to decrease the number of errors during map-based wayfinding (Pielot et al., 2009). In another study, Pielot et al. (2011) proposed the TactileCompass. This device with one vibrational motor provided information on directions on a 360° circle by varying the length of two subsequent pulses within one pattern. Distances were also provided through a variation in the pause between subsequent patterns, with short pauses corresponding to short distances. Yatani et al. (2012) equipped a smartphone with nine vibromotors. Spatialized vibrations were then used for augmenting an interactive map application. Kammoun, Jouffrais, et al. (2012) demonstrated that vibrational wristbands could be used for guiding blind people in a real environment. Finally, Weber et al. (2011) observed that vibro-tactile feedback issued from a wrist bracelet was advantageous over verbal feedback for indicating rotations.

3. Designing the vibro-tactile bracelet
In the past years, wearable devices have emerged and start to be frequently used in different contexts. For instance bracelets, such as the Jawbone Up, or smartwatches allow measuring heart rate, number of footsteps or sleep rhythm with the aim of contributing to a healthier life. These devices can have different forms and may be integrated into clothing, gloves, glasses, jewelry, etc. (Tskada & Yasumura, 2004).

In our studies, we used two wristbands with vibro-motors (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Photograph of the vibrating wristbands. (a) The vibrating motor. (b) The haptic bracelets with Arduino board.
4. First Study: Wrist Vibration for Route Learning on an Interactive Map

4.1 Related Work: Learning Routes on Interactive Maps for Visually Impaired People

In the last 25 years, interactive technology was used to make geographic maps accessible to VI people (Brock, Oriola, et al., 2013). Unfortunately, current interactive maps for VI people are often limited to basic functionality such as providing names of streets and POI, even though the technology would allow for more advanced interactions. For instance, it would be advantageous to provide the possibility of learning routes. Route knowledge is important for autonomous navigation. It is also the basis for acquiring more flexible configurational knowledge (Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982). Furthermore, choosing routes is critical for VI people as their configuration – the number of crossings, obstacles, etc. – affects safety (Williams et al., 2013). To our knowledge, few studies so far have investigated the possibility to represent route guidance on interactive maps for VI people. Most of these studies used audio output for guidance. For example, in the prototype by Strothotte et al. (1996) the user’s finger exploring the map was guided on the route via audio cues. Pitch and balance conveyed the distance of the finger from the route. Similarly, the TimbreMap provided a “line hinting mode” in which the user’s finger was guided with stereo audio feedback (Su et al., 2010). The feedback faded out when the user’s finger left the path. In the case of the One Octave Scale Interface, the user’s finger was guided with musical feedback, more precisely by playing the notes of an octave along the different segments of a route (Yairi et al., 2008). Hamid & Edwards (2013) investigated a different approach. Their prototype was composed of a multi-touch screen with raised-line overlay and audio output. The map was attached to a turntable, and in contrast with other prototypes, users could turn the map in order to adapt the map representation to their current egocentric perspective. Despite the fact that vibrational feedback has successfully been used in interactive assistive technology, it has not yet been used to provide feedback on routes in interactive maps for blind people. Consequently we address this in the current study.

4.2 Designing Non-Visual Interaction for Route Learning on Tactile Maps

In this preliminary study, we compared different interaction techniques for guiding a user’s finger on an itinerary while exploring an interactive map based on a raised-line map overlay on a multi-touch screen (Brock et al., 2014). While the user could feel the relief of the map, the interaction technique indicated which direction to follow at the next intersection. As this study was only about exploring itineraries based on audio and tactile guidance, no information on other map elements was given. We compared an interaction technique based on wrist vibration with three existing audio-based interaction techniques.

In the first audio-based interaction technique, the user was guided with verbal description, as in a regular navigation system (“turn left at the next crossing”, etc.). In case nothing was announced, the user was supposed to continue straight. We called this technique “Guided Directions” after a similar technique proposed by Kane et al. (2011). The second audio-based technique was based on the clock face method. As an example, “noon” would indicate to go straight ahead, “three o’clock” to turn eastward, etc. This idea was inspired by the fact that some blind people are used to the clock face method for orientation in a real environment. We referred to this as the “Clock Face” technique. The third audio-based technique used a musical metaphor as proposed by Yairi et al. (2008). Following the original proposition, the “One Octave Scale” did not announce the direction to follow at the next intersection. This technique thus differed from the others because, at each crossing, the user had to test all possible directions. Wrong turns were announced with the A note within the octave below. The last interaction technique was tactile and relied on the vibrating wristband. We designed tactons similar to those of Pielot et al. (2011): a short vibration followed by a long vibration indicating to turn left, a long vibration followed by a short vibration indicated to turn right, and three short vibrations indicated that a wrong turn had been taken. In case there was no indication the user had to continue straight. We called this technique “Vibrating wristband”.

4.3 Prototyping and Evaluation

In a first step, we evaluated the interaction techniques with a Wizard of Oz simulation (Kelley, 1984). By doing so, we wanted to ensure that the techniques were understandable and usable before implementing them. Furthermore, the insight gained during this step helped to improve the interaction techniques.

Map Drawing

This prototype included an A3-format raised-line drawing of a street network, without providing any knowledge about names of geographical elements. We drew the streets as single lines because they are easier to follow with a finger than double lines (Tatham, 1991). We based the drawing on the road network of the city center of Lille, a city in the North of France. This road network was interesting as it was quite complex and with numerous different crossing angles.

These wristbands have been handmade in a prior project (Kammoun, Jouffrais, et al., 2012). Each band contained one vibration motor VPM2 (Solarbotics, Calgary, Canada). The tactile interface was programmable through an Arduino Bluetooth board and vibrational patterns were defined and uploaded on the board. The bands provided the possibility to control frequency, duration and interval between vibrational stimuli for each wristband. We also developed a smartphone application to trigger vibration signals via Bluetooth.
In addition, given the distance between Lille and Toulouse (where our participants live), we assumed that participants did not have prior knowledge of the road network or would not recognize it. We prepared four different itineraries with a similar level of difficulty. All consisted of six segments with either two turns right and three turns left or vice versa (see Figure 2).

**Simulation of Output Modalities**

During the Wizard of Oz study, all interaction techniques were simulated by a human experimenter. The guidance techniques “Guided Directions” and “Clock Face” both relied on verbal output. The experimenter observed the user exploring the map and provided speech output in reaction to the exploratory movements. In order to make the simulation as realistic as possible, i.e. to avoid the user recognizing that the output was simulated, the user was wearing headphones. The experimenter used a microphone and Audacity software (http://audacity.sourceforge.net/) with the live output routed to the user’s headphones. For the “Guided Directions” technique, the experimenter announced “right” or “left” shortly before each crossing. For the “Clock Face” technique, the experimenter announced the clock hour before each crossing. For both techniques, a wrong turn was also indicated verbally (“wrong way”). For the “One Octave Scale” technique, we provided musical output with a virtual midi piano. However, simulating the output proved tricky. Indeed, notes on the musical scale had to be emitted in proportion with the distance that the finger had “travelled” on the explored segment. Therefore the speed of the output had to be adapted to the speed of the finger. In order to help the experimenter play the notes at the right time, we marked the notes on the map next to each segment. Finally for the “Vibrating wristband” technique, we used a smartphone application that sends commands to the wristband via Bluetooth.

### 4.4 Protocol

#### Participants

Six blindfolded university students (5m, 1f) participated in the experiment. Age varied between 21 and 23 with a mean of 21.8 (SD = 1.0). The female participant was the only left-handed subject. All participants provided written consent for participating in the study.

#### Procedure

During the experiment, users evaluated the four techniques in individual sessions. Video was recorded with the explicit agreement of the participants. At the beginning of the experiment, participants were informed about the aim of the study, i.e. testing different applications for guiding the hand along an itinerary on an interactive map. As a motivation, the experimenter introduced a scenario in which users had to prepare a holiday within an unknown city. As the blindfolded sighted participants were not used to tactile map reading, they were first allowed to familiarize with the raised-line map. They did not get any cue about the map content or itineraries, but if required, they were assisted to follow the raised lines. Once the participants felt comfortable with the map representation, the experimenter presented the task which consisted in following the guidance instructions and memorizing the itinerary. Users were informed that they would have to reproduce the itineraries afterward. Every user tested four conditions, corresponding to the four interaction techniques, in a counterbalanced order. For each condition, the experimenter first described the technique. Then, the user was allowed to follow the route twice in order to memorize it. After the route learning phase, the user answered a SUS questionnaire (Brooke, 1996) and gave qualitative feedback. The same procedure was reproduced for the three other conditions.

#### Observed Variables

The independent variable in our study was the type of interaction technique, which was designed as a within-participant factor. As the four routes possessed an equal number of segments and turns, we did not expect an impact of the different itineraries on the results. Nevertheless, the different interaction techniques were crossed with the four different routes. The order of presentation was randomized to prevent learning or fatigue effects. We measured the three components of usability of the interaction techniques: efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction (ISO, 2010). Efficiency corresponded to the time elapsed between the beginning and the end of a route exploration. Effectiveness was determined as the number of errors. An error was counted when the participant was not following the instructions of the application (for instance turning left when right was indicated). Obvi-
ously, there is a difference between One Octave Scale and the other techniques, as One Octave Scale did not indicate in which direction to turn. For this technique, an error was counted only when the participant persisted in a direction after the “wrong turn” sound was emitted. Finally, satisfaction was measured with the SUS questionnaire translated into French.

4.5 Results

Our aim was to test whether the tactile interaction technique differed from the auditory techniques in exploration time, number of wrong turns or satisfaction. An alpha level of .05 was used for statistical significance in every test.

Exploration time was measured for the first and the second exploration. The time values for the second exploration were normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk $W = 0.95$, $p = .29$). Accordingly, they were compared across type of interaction technique in an analysis of variance (ANOVA). The effect was not significant ($F(3,15) = 2.6, p = .09$) but a tendency emerged with the “Vibrating wristbands” being the quickest and the “Guided Directions” being the slowest technique (see Figure 3a).

Errors were not normally distributed. Therefore all errors were analyzed in a Friedman test across type of interaction technique. The number of errors for both explorations taken together was significantly different across the interaction techniques ($X^2(12) = 13.97, p = .03$). Techniques ranked in the order from the least to the most erroneous were: One Octave Scale, Vibrating Bracelets, Clock Face and Guided Directions (see Figure 3b). Pairwise Wilcoxon tests with Bonferroni correction revealed that only the difference between One Octave Scale and Guided Directions was significant ($N = 11, Z = 2.93, p = .003$).

Satisfaction was measured with the SUS questionnaire. The results of the SUS were not normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk $W = 0.91$, $p = .04$). Therefore the values were compared across type of interaction technique in a Friedman test. The result was not significant ($X^2(6) = 6.41, p = .09$). However a tendency emerged with the One Octave Scale receiving the best satisfaction values, followed by the Vibrating wristbands, the Guided Directions and finally the Clock Face (see Figure 4). We also asked participants to classify the four techniques according to their preference. The One Octave Scale was ranked five out of six times as the favorite technique. One participant liked the Guided Directions most, and one of the participants that had stated a preference for using the One Octave Scale said that the Guided Directions were better for memorization. Three participants stated that they least liked the Clock Face and two participants stated that they least like the Guided Directions.

4.6 Discussion and conclusions for future studies

The results of this study need to be regarded with caution. Due to the low number of participants and trials, the statistical significance of this study is limited. Furthermore, this study was done with blindfolded sighted people, and tests with VI users will be needed as they might present different preferences and capabilities. Finally, the study was a

Figure 3: (a) Time of exploration. A tendency emerged with the “Vibrational wristband” being the quickest and the “Guided Directions” being the slowest technique. (b) Error values taken together for both explorations. The difference between Guided Directions and One Octave Scale was significant.
Wizard-of-Oz simulation and it is possible that results would differ with a high fidelity prototype. Furthermore, it would be very interesting to assess the quality of the cognitive maps resulting from route learning.

Nevertheless this study allowed us to get first insights in the differences between tactile and auditory guidance when learning routes on a map. Indeed, in the present study, the use of tactons proved to be efficient. For the second exploration trial, there was a tendency for the Vibrating wristbands to be the quickest interaction technique. The data suggested a learning effect between the first and the second exploration. Indeed, understanding tactons is not innate and has to be learnt (Brewster & Brown, 2004). Yet, our results suggest that in case of a small number of patterns that are easy to distinguish, tactons can become an efficient means of interaction.

The positive feedback for the One Octave Scale demonstrated that users appreciated the distance information provided by this technique. It might therefore be interesting to include distance information in the other interaction techniques. As suggested by Pielot et al. (2011) for the tactile feedback, this might be done by altering the pauses between pulses (closer = shorter pauses). Further studies would be needed to determine how vibrotactile patterns can represent distance information.

5. Second Study: Wrist Vibration for Assisting Navigation in a Virtual Environment

Virtual simulators have been developed to increase spatial cognitive abilities (Mereu & Kazman, 1996), and to provide VI people with a tool to safely explore and learn about new spaces on their own (Schloerb et al., 2010). Generally, these systems are designed to allow VI users to explore virtual representations of real or abstract (e.g. labyrinth) spaces, as well as to interact with objects within these spaces (Sánchez & Hassler, 2006). Tactile feedback has been used within virtual environments designed to support orientation and mobility training (Schloerb et al., 2010). In this study we explored the usability of the vibro-tactile bracelets presented above to help VI users minimize the travelled distance when navigating in a virtual environment (VE).

The experiments were conducted in an adapted VE called SIMU4NAV (Kammoun, Macé, & Jouffrais, 2012).

5.1 SIMU4NAV as a test environment

SIMU4NAV is a simulator developed in the context of the NAVIG project (Katz et al., 2012). It is a multimodal VE facilitating the design and evaluation of electronic orientation aids (EOA). It allows systematic evaluations with blind or blindfolded users in controlled conditions before onsite implementation. The platform presents two distinct modes: a Control mode and an Exploration mode. The Control mode is used by designers, researchers, and orientation and mobility instructors for blind people, and allows the creation and modification of VEs. A key feature of the Control mode is the ability to import an XML file from Open Street Map to create a new 3D virtual map and to manually or automatically select a path between two points of this map. This makes it easy to import maps of existing places. The Control mode also includes a “feedback editor” to assign arbitrary tactile & auditory feedback to any event in the VE. The Evaluation mode allows researchers and Orientation and Mobility instructors to record and replay the events and users’ behavior.

During a session, the system logs in a text file with the information concerning the interaction (keystrokes, joystick, audio, haptic stimuli), as well as the avatar position, orientation and speed. Two observations that we made on different blind pedestrians using EOAs were modeled to improve the truthfulness of the simulator. First, it has been shown that in the absence of vision, pedestrians who intend to move along a straight path typically deviate (Souman et al., 2009). An adjustable pseudo-random drift has been added to the avatar’s displacement to simulate this behavior. Second, EOAs usually rely on GNSS devices that are prone to positioning errors. An adjustable pseudo-random error was added to the location of the avatar in the VE. The platform was implemented in C++ and the rendering was performed with the OGRE3D engine (http://www.ogre3d.org/).

5.2 Feedback settings

As previously mentioned, we implemented a flexible feedback editor to add simple or composite feedback according to actions done by the user in the VE (e.g. collision, walking). For this experiment, we first placed a footstep feedback, i.e. audio cues imitating footsteps, which were adjusted to walking speed. We
then added feedback to render direction instructions, encountered obstacles and spatial configuration information with TTS and 2D/3D sounds on the audio channel. Virtual sounds positioned at the next crossing were used to provide the user with directional information. Spatialized TTS was also used to indicate the location of environmental features. We used a cross-platform 3D audio API (OpenAL) to appropriately display 3D spatialized sounds and TTS via the headphones.

We also provided tactile cues via the vibrating wristband prototype described above (Figure 1). For this experiment, we used two bracelets, each one equipped with one vibration actuator. The frequency, duration and interval between the vibro-tactile stimuli were controlled via an Arduino board connected by Bluetooth.

In this study, vibrations were used to keep the walking subject straight on the planned itinerary. A corridor of 2 m width had been defined around the selected route (1 m on each side). As long as the traveler kept walking within the defined corridor, there was no interruption in the overall guidance process, and planned directional instructions were appropriately provided. When substantial veering occurred, the traveler walked out of the corridor boundaries, and a vibration was triggered to get him back on the path. The same pattern (a continuous 100 ms vibration) was used either on the right or left wristband. A vibration on the right (respectively on the left) indicated that a virtual barrier had been hit and that the traveler had to correct his path back to the left (respectively to the right).

\section{5.3 Protocol}

\textbf{Participants}
Sixteen blindfolded subjects participated in this preliminary experiment (14 m, 2 f). Age varied between 22 and 48, with a mean of 28.7 years (SD = 6.7). All participants had normal hearing. They were informed about the experiment and provided written consent for participating in the study.

\textbf{Procedure}
Four pre-programmed routes were generated within SIMU4NAV. Each route was 225 m long and composed by the same number of turn angles (1*0° (= no turn), 1*30°, 2*60°, 2*90°, 2*120° and 1*150°) and sections length (1*40 m, 5*25 m, and 4*15 m). Routes of equivalent complexity were generated by randomly connecting the 10 sections and 9 angles to ensure that learning would not affect the results.

The participants were blindfolded, seated in front of the desk and keyboard, and equipped with headphones. They were wearing two bracelets, one on the left and one on the right wrist. Previous studies have shown that bonephones can be successfully used in navigation tasks (Walker & Lindsay, 2005). They present the advantage of not blocking environmental audio cues that are essential for blind people’s orientation. Yet, as SIMU4NAV was used in a controlled indoor environment, we decided to use regular headphones.

Participants could move within the VE using the keyboard’s arrow keys. During a session, each blindfolded subject explored a total of four different routes. In the control condition, users were guided by a virtual 3D sound coming from the next point to reach along the itinerary. Each time a waypoint was reached, the corresponding virtual sound was switched off, and the next waypoint was sonified. In the test condition, in addition to the virtual sound guidance, vibrations were triggered when the subjects deviated too much from the planned itinerary, i.e. when walking out of the corridor. All subjects’ routes were logged in a text file and then analyzed.

\textbf{Observed Variables}
The observed variable in our study was the distance traveled by each participant within the VE. The four itineraries had the same length and the same complexity with an equal number of segments and turns, so we did not expect an effect of the itineraries on the results.

\section{5.4 Results}
Our aim was to test whether the wrists vibration decreased the traveled distance as compared to the audio waypoint guidance only. Figure 5 shows that the average deviation (16 subjects) from the optimal itinerary was significantly decreased with the bracelets (Anova: F(1, 62) = 8.43, p = .005), which confirms that tactile feedback is effective to keep blindfolded travelers on a succession of straight paths.

\section{5.5 Discussion and conclusions for future studies}
The results presented here show that it is possible to significantly decrease the distance travelled out of a safely determined itinerary when using wrist bracelets compared to auditory feedback. This is an important finding as according to Golledge (1995), distance and time spent on route are the first criteria considered by the visually impaired people when choosing a path. Yet, the results of this study need to be regarded with caution.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{distance_of_deviation}
\caption{Average (16 subjects) travel distance out of corridor with/without vibrating bracelets.}
\end{figure}
This study was done with blindfolded sighted people, and needs to be tested with visually impaired users as they might present different behavior. Additional evaluation could also be performed in different mobility situations; the most important point would be to check that using a guide-dog or a long cane does not impact results.

As future work, we aim at using different vibration metaphors. We could try to use a single bracelet with two different patterns for example, to indicate right or left directions as in the first study presented here.

6. Conclusion and Perspectives

During the last few years, several approaches have been developed to present non-visual information in the context of orientation and navigation. However, they can be seen as isolated contributions in a partly unexplored design space. Particularly, knowledge about the effectiveness of tactile feedback has been presented sparsely although it is highly relevant for blind people to provide feedback without reducing their auditory perception of the environment. Also, in comparison with audio output, vibrotactile feedback guarantees privacy and data protection and is also available for visually impaired users as they might present different behavior.

In this paper, we present an Arduino wearable prototype using two wrist bracelets, each one equipped with a vibration actuator. This design allows to easily provide users with vibro-tactile instructions and feedback. The stimulation can be controlled in terms of frequency, duration and interval between vibrations. We used this setup in two complementary studies on the use of vibrational cues for hand guidance during map exploration, and whole body-guidance during mobility in a virtual environment. In a first Wizard-of-Oz study, we showed that vibrotactile feedback could be used for indicating directions on a tactile map. After a learning phase that is necessary to get used to the tactons, it might even be quicker to use vibrotactile than auditory feedback. In a second study, we showed that vibrotactile feedback could be used to assist blindfolded users to keep straight directions and reduce the deviation from the optimal path in a virtual environment. These two preliminary studies are complementary as they show that vibrotactile feedback could be used for indicating directions as well as for providing correctional feedback. Also they suggest that vibrotactile feedback can be useful for preparation in advance of travel as well as during mobility. Obviously, as the participants in our studies were blindfolded sighted people, these findings need to be validated with blind participants.

To conclude, both studies suggest that adding vibrational feedback to assistive technology for mobility and orientation for the blind is promising and should be systematically considered. We believe that in the future this interaction technique might be largely used, as wearable devices (e.g. smartwatches) and mobile devices (e.g. mobile phones) bring the technical possibility of easily providing vibrotactile feedback.
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